Orbital angular momentum (J o ), systemic mass (M ) and orbital period (P ) distributions of chromospherically active binaries (CAB) and W Ursae Majoris (W UMa) systems were investigated. The diagrams of log J o − log P , log M − log P and log J o − log M were formed from 119 CAB and 102 W UMa stars. The log J o − log M diagram is found to be most meaningful in demonstrating dynamical evolution of binary star orbits. A slightly curved borderline (contact border) separating the detached and the contact systems was discovered on the log J o − log M diagram. Since orbital size (a) and period (P ) of binaries are determined by their current J o , M and mass ratio q, the rates of orbital angular momentum loss (d log J o /dt) and mass loss (d log M/dt) are primary parameters to determine the direction and the speed of the dynamical evolution. A detached system becomes a contact system if its own dynamical evolution enables it to pass the contact border on the log J o − log M diagram.
INTRODUCTION
The angular momentum loss in close binaries is known to be replenished from the reservoir of orbital angular momentum (OAM) of the system by tidal locking. Since tidal locking operates as a mechanism to draw angular momentum from the orbit, the orbits of spin-orbit coupled binaries are then forced to shrink although actual angular momentum loss occurs at one or both components due to magnetically driven winds, also called magnetic braking (Schatzman 1959; Kraft 1967; Mestel 1968) . Shrinking orbits, then, require orbital periods to be decreasing. Authors such, Huang (1966) ; Okamoto & Sato (1970) ; van't Veer (1979) ; Vilhu & Rahunen (1980) ; Rucinski (1982) ; Mestel (1984) ; Guinan & Bradstreet (1988) ; Maceroni & van't Veer (1991 , 1996 ; Stepien (1995) ; Demircan (1999) all believed this mechanism is a main route to form W UMa systems from the binaries initially detached with comparable periods. Showing high level of chromospheric and magnetic activity, RS CVn like objects including binary BY Dra type systems, shortly called CAB, are primary candidates to be the progenitors of the contact systems. Karataş et al. (2004) recently presented observational evidences of mass loss and orbital period decrease by comparing the total mass and period histograms between the kinematically young (age 0.95 Gyr) and older (age 3.86 Gyr) CAB sub samples. Secular orbital period decrease among CAB is indicated further by the fact that the shorter orbital period systems are older than the longer orbital period systems (see Table 5 of Karataş et al. 2004 ).
Moreover, 5.47 Gyr kinematical age for the field W UMa stars determined by Bilir et al. (2005) appears consistent with the scenario. Consequently, the mean difference of 1.61-Gyr age between field W UMa and field CAB could be interpreted as a mean lifetime of contact stages. Not all contact systems have to be formed from detached progenitors. This is because Bilir et al. (2005) have found that about 20 per cent of contact binary sample have ages less than 0.6 Gyr. Such a young age, being much less than the mean life time (1.61-Gyr) of contact stages, does not permit pre-contact detached phases. A Pre-contact detached stage usually has a duration up to several Gyr, e.g. 3.86 Gyr is an average. Therefore, those young W UMa must have been formed directly in the beginning of the main sequence or during the pre-main sequence contraction phase. Apparently, both mechanisms with and without pre-contact phases actively operate.
Recently, Demircan et al. (2006) have determined a first order relative decreasing rates of OAM, systemic mass and orbital period for the detached CAB asJ o /J o = −3.48 × −10 yr −1 ,Ṁ /M = −1.30 × 10 −10 yr −1 andṖ /P = −3.96 × 10 −10 yr −1 by using kinematical ages of sub samples formed according to OAM ranges. Mass loss, OAM loss and orbital period decrease driving one another appear to be confirmed by observational data.
Nevertheless, it has been known that an isotropic mass loss from the surface(s) of one/or both component(s), despite it means OAM loss, forces the orbit to be bigger and makes the orbital period larger (Pringle 1985) . It has also been shown by Demircan et al. (2006) that not all rates of OAM loss would cause an orbit to shrink. Only if there is an amplification mechanism, such as magnetic loops forcing magnetized plasma to co-rotate, so mass loss at the Alfen radius carries away more angular momentum. If the amplification parameter,
, is bigger than 5/3, then the binary orbit would shrink and the orbital period would decrease. With the decreasing parameters given above, Demircan et al.
(2006) foundĀ = 2.68 as a first order observational mean.
Although, shrinking orbits and decreasing orbital periods are confirmed observationally and mean decreasing rates are available to support dynamical evolution, the details of the actual process are still unknown. Therefore, in this study, we investigate orbital angular momentum (J o ), systemic mass (M) and orbital period (P ) distributions of CAB and W UMa systems together. Table 1 contains 119 CAB stars from Karataş et al. (2004) with basic data (orbital and physical). Columns are organized as order number, name, spectral type, stage of evolution, total mass (M = M 1 + M 2 ), mass ratio (q = M 2 /M 1 < 1), orbital period (P ), primary radius (R 1 ), secondary radius (R 2 ), logarithm of OAM (J o ) and spin AM (J spin ) as a fraction of OAM. Rows are organized as first 53 stars are possible members of young moving groups (MG) and the rest 66 stars are field systems. Furthermore, rows are sorted in increasing orbital periods.
DATA
CAB stars in Table 1 had been classified into three stages of evolution G, SG and MS (column 4) according to their luminosity classes. One can see Karataş et al. (2004) for details. Simply, G group contains systems at least one component being a giant. SG group contains systems with at least one subgiant but no giants. MS marks the systems with both components are on the main sequence. Systems with unknown secondaries were classified according to primaries.
A mean kinematical age of 3.86 Gyr was assigned to field CAB stars by Karataş et al. (2004) from their galactic space velocity dispersions. The field CAB group contains younger and older stars as a mixture. But, the other CAB group (MG) contains only the young ones. One may see Karataş et al. (2004) for the details how MG systems were selected from the common CAB. The ages of MG groups are known as open cluster ages by the turn off point from the main-sequence. Consequently, a pre-determined age of a moving group can be assigned to binaries which were found to be possible members according to their space velocity vectors. Therefore, unlike the field stars with various ages, the MG stars are homogeneous with a single age corresponding to each MG. Among the five MG groups considered by Karataş et al. (2004) , the Hyades super cluster is the oldest one with 0.6
Gyr age (see Table 3 of Karataş et al. 2004) . Therefore, MG systems are considered to be younger than 0.6 Gyr. Kinematical criteria of MG were defined by Eggen (1958a Eggen ( ,b, 1989 Eggen ( , 1995 and summarized by Montes et al. (2001a,b) . The spin AM (J spin ) of binaries is less well known than the orbital AM because the radii of gyration are uncertain. They are needed if one wants to study total AM. They are computed for this study just to compare them to OAM. An analytical approximation and coefficient from Claret & Gimenez (1990) for main-sequence stars were used in computing assuming synchronous rotations whenever the radii of both components are available. However, since their approximation is for the mass range between 0.60 and 25 M ⊙ , for some CAB and W UMa stars with component masses less than 0.60 M ⊙ , J spin has not been computed. On the other hand, the computed J spin for evolved stars has to be considered as upper limits because the moment of inertia is known to be decreasing by evolution. Those rough values of the total spin AM are displayed as fractions of OAM (as J spin /J o ) in Table 1 and Table   2 . It has been found that total spin AM of all systems (CAB and W UMa) usually less than one tenth of J o . There are only nine systems, which are all contact systems (AW UMa, ǫ Dynamical evolution of active detached binaries and contact binary formation 5
Cra, FG Hya, OU Ser, TZ Boo, TV Mus, V410 Aur, V776 Cas, XY Boo) with total Spin AM higher than one tenth but less a quarter of J o . In average, W UMa systems have nearly 10 times more spin AM than those of CAB stars.
In this study, we consider orbital dynamics, e.g. OAM changes. If AM transfer occurs between the orbit and the spinning components due to tidal interactions, this study considers it as an instability in the orbit. Any AM transfered from the orbit to the component stars will be sensed by the orbit as an OAM loss and vice versa. For the rest of this study, J o strictly mean OAM, one must not confuse it with the total AM which includes both orbital and spin AM existing in a binary.
ORBITAL DYNAMICS
The most basic definition of OAM (J o ) can be given as
where
Ma 2 is moment of inertia and Ω = 2π/P is angular speed for an orbital motion, thus J o = IΩ.
J o and M are two basic physical quantities which determine a unique period (P ) and a unique size for the orbit as
where the mass ratio (q = M 2 /M 1 < 1) can be considered as an auxiliary parameter used in the definition of J o . The size a = a 1 + a 2 represents the semi-major axis of a relative orbit of one star around the other. Stability of an orbit (dP = 0, da = 0) requires J o and M to be constant (dJ o = 0, dM = 0) provided with no mass transfer (dq = 0). If there is no mass transfer, which must be true for detached binaries, it is obvious that OAM loss will cause an orbit to reduce its period and size. On the contrary, mass loss has an affect of increasing the period and the size. Logarithmic derivatives of (2) give all possible relative changes as
Because M has higher power than J o , the affect of mass loss would dominate. For example, in the case of same relative changes of OAM and mass (isotropic stellar winds, if dq = 0),
which means mass loss and corresponding OAM loss will have a net effect on the orbit to increase both the period and the size. However, there could be additional causes to increase relative OAM loss, e.g. OAM loss of gravity waves, or stellar encounters in the galactic space, or a third body in an eccentric orbit around the binary system, or existence of an amplification mechanism such as in some tidally locked binaries, where tidal interactions transfer OAM to spinning components and transferred AM is lost at the Alfven radius.
After considering all possibilities, one has to compare the grant total relative OAM loss to the relative mass loss which could be expressed by a parameter δ defined as
which can be called dynamical parameter because dynamical respond of the orbit depends on the value of δ. It should be noted that δ is equal to the amplification parameter A = (dJ o /dM)/(J o /M) as defined by Demircan et al. (2006) . Inserting δ into (3),
Change in mass ratio could be negligible because of a comparable relative mass loss from the component stars. Even if dq/q = 0, the term (1 −q)/(1 + q) could be very small especially for high mass ratio (q ∼ 1) systems. Thus, ignoring it in the first approximation is acceptable.
Consequently, in eq. (6), δ > 5/3 is required to decrease the period. But, δ > 3/2 is sufficient to shrink an orbit. If 3/2 < δ < 5/3, orbital size decreases despite period is increasing. The size and the period of an orbit both increase if δ < 3/2.
Using the mean decreasing rates of OAM and mass from Demircan et al. (2006) , the mean value for the dynamical parameter (δ) for detached CAB systems can be estimated as
−1.30 × 10 −10 = 2.68
in the solar neighborhood.
There may be alternative AM loss mechanisms among the detached CAB. Direct loss of OAM is always possible in the galactic space due to stellar encounters, although it would be negligible for short period systems (Stepien 1995; Ghez, Neugebauer & Matthews 1993) . Close encounters are more likely in multiple systems during periastron passages of distant third companions, which can lead to a rapid AM loss from the smaller orbits (Kiseleva, Eggleton & Mikkila 1998; Eggleton & Kiseleva 2001) . Therefore, we have preferred to useδ =Ā = 2.68 of Demircan et al. (2006) as the mean dynamical parameter, which refers to all possible OAM loss mechanisms when describing the mean dynamical evolution on log J o − log P , log M − log P , log J o − log M diagrams in the following sections.
DISCUSSIONS
4.1 The log J o − log P and log M − log P diagrams
The orbital angular momenta (J o ) and the periods (P ) of CAB (Table 1 ) and W UMa (Table   2 ) systems are all plotted on a log J o − log P diagram in Fig. 1 . CAB stars containing G, 
where P is varied while a chosen M is fixed. To represent a typical CAB, q = 0.88 median value for the present sample were used.
The G systems with the biggest total masses prefer longer orbital periods and thus their It is easy to explain why lower right of CAB distribution on Fig. 1 is empty by selection effects. Being less bright , small-mass, long-period systems could be missed by observers or
have not yet studied. Such an excuse, however, does not exist to explain absence of shortperiod but more massive CAB systems on the diagram (upper left of CAB distribution).
Therefore, we are inclined to think such systems do not exist at all. Otherwise, they would have been noticed and observed as some of the CAB stars in our list.
In order to investigate why there exist such a well defined upper boundary, the log M − log P and log J o − log P diagrams are compared in Fig. 2 . Similar distribution characteristics are observable on both diagrams that the smooth upper boundary also exist on the log M − log P diagram. First, the upper boundary of CAB sample on the log M − log P diagram was eye estimated and digitized by computer. The estimated equation log M = 0.155 log P + 0.399 (9) seems to mark upper mass limits for various orbital periods.
Next, from the P and M values of this line, we have computed the corresponding line on the log J o − log P diagram using equation (8) with q = 0.88. Equally well, perhaps better fitting of the re-produced line on the log J o − log P diagram clearly declares that the upper boundaries of these two diagrams are not independent and appears to be determined by mass upper limits for various orbital periods. Could it be that the mass upper limits imply initial Roche lobe structures with sizes primarily depend on the sizes of the preliminary orbits, where the mass within the lobes become limited according to the density of the star forming regions? or, is it only due to mass-period-activity relation? Why is the upper boundary not parallel to the constant total mass lines? (see Fig. 1 ). Special investigations other than this study seem to be needed.
If period decrease occurs because of OAM loss but no mass loss and transfer, a dynamical evolution would follow a path parallel to the constant total mass lines in Fig which prefers certain locations, kinematically young (ages < 0.6 Gyrs) MG systems appear randomly mixed among the kinematically old (3.86 Gyrs) field CAB. Random distribution of young and old systems in the CAB region confirms that an active binary can be born or may start its dynamical evolution anywhere on those diagrams. That is, a same location could be occupied equally likely by an old or a young system. Since there is no definite starting reference point (note: the direction and the speed may be known), it is not possible to trace the dynamical evolution of binary orbits on those plots in a similar manner as a single star nuclear evolution is traced on the H-R diagram.
Unlike, MG and field CAB, which has no preferred location on the log J o − log P and log M − log P diagrams, the W UMa stars designated with MG and field in Fig. 2 seem to show distinct locations which will be discussed in the following.
4.2 log M − log P and log J o − log P distributions of W UMa systems W UMa systems do not display similar distribution characteristics as CAB systems. Downward curvature of the upper boundary at the left end of Fig. 1 (W UMa region) implies a decrease of OAM because of hiding considerable fraction of total AM as a spin AM since synchronous rotation rates increase towards the shorter periods. Displaying the W UMa region in a larger scale, Fig. 3 allows to compare mass and OAM distributions. Not only OAM distribution but also total mass distribution shows a similar trend. Therefore, the downward curvature of the upper boundary of W UMa region cannot be entirely due to transforming considerable OAM to spin AM. It is more likely to be related to mass content within the Roche lobes as the log M − log P diagram suggests. At smaller orbital periods, orbits are smaller. Smaller Roche lobes contain less mass. One should also not forget OAM is more sensitive to orbital sizes than the total masses and periods as displayed in equation (1).
The upper boundary of CAB region was extrapolated into the W UMa region and displayed as solid and dashed lines in Fig. 3 . One can easily notice that there are considerable number of contact systems over those lines especially at upper right. Those are the systems with excess mass not only with respect to the rest of the W UMa sample but also with respect to the mass-period distribution inferred from the CAB systems. With an excess mass for a given orbital period, it is easier to fill Roche lobes in the early stages of formation.
There are 18 systems above the solid line in Fig. 3a and half of them are with MG designations. Stars with MG designations have relatively larger masses and longer orbital periods with respect to the rest of the W UMa sample. Another interesting feature of W UMa distribution on Fig. 3a is that there is a square shaped empty region on the lower right corner that longer period systems (log P > −0.35) all have total masses bigger than 1.9 M ⊙ (log M > 0.28).
Displaying an unusual distribution with respect to the rest of the W UMa sample, the 26 systems framed in a rectangle in Fig. 3 
where U, V , W are galactic space velocity components with respect to LSR (Local Standard of Rest), an average age of 2.47 Gyr were found for them. It is also interesting that 15 out of 26 have positive V velocities bigger than Sun's V velocity in the LSR, which constitutes an additional strong argument favoring them to be young. Only two systems, ǫ Cra and V2388 Oph, appear kinematically different. If these two systems were excluded, the average kinematical age reduces to 2.00 Gyr.
Major contribution to the OAM loss at the contact stage comes from the gravitational wave radiation (Guinan & Bradstreet 1988) , which is inversely proportional to the orbital period. Having the largest orbital periods with respect to the rest of the W UMa sample, the systems in the frame are expected to be less effected by gravity waves thus; their lifetime on the contact stage must be longer. According to Bilir et al. (2005) , average lifetime of the contact stage is 1.61 Gyr, which is already slightly longer than the lifetime (0.1 < t contact < 1 Gyr) according to Guinan & Bradstreet (1988) . Thus, the 2.00 Gyr age found for the systems in the rectangle strongly favors them as contact binaries which were born contact.
Existence of a flat lower boundary for the framed systems could be a hint for this. The systems below the flat boundary (systems with masses less than 1.9M ⊙ ), apparently do not had sufficient masses to be formed as contact systems. The systems below must have been formed as detached systems and after their first Roche lobe overflow, their orbital periods decreased quickly due to mass transfer and they are now located among the other less massive contact systems.
In fact, the region is not really empty but scarcely populated by detached systems (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 ). We believe those are the detached systems still evolving dynamically from the detached stage to the contact stage by loosing mass and orbital angular momentum.
Before reaching a state of full contact, a mass transfer from more massive primary to less massive secondary must occur first. Such a mass transfer is not commonly observed because it is a fast stage at which the system mass and angular momentum appears to be conserved while the period of the orbit decreases quickly. If it is not possible to reach a full contact configuration in this stage, a detached binary may lose a great deal of its chance to be a contact binary and may become a classical Algol because mass loosing primary becomes less massive, then it is recognized as the mass loosing secondary. Mass transfer from the secondary to primary is a rather slow process which forces orbital period and size to be bigger. Only if there is sufficient OAM loss, the orbital period may turn to decreasing.
W type W UMa systems dominate over A types towards the shorter periods (see Fig.   3 ). Therefore, according to the mass transfer evolution of an orbit as described above, W systems seems to be the first formed at the first mass transfer stage. Then, during the slow mass transfer stage after the mass ratio reversal, their orbital periods start to increase slowly and systems appear moving towards the longer periods into the region of A type systems.
Existence of many W systems with increasing orbital periods Qian (2003) seems to confirm this scenario. A types being formed after W types have been suggested by Wilson (1978) , Mochnacki (1981) , and Awadalla & Hanna (2005) .
Just recently, Gazeas & Niarchos (2006) , who studied mass-period distribution of over 100 W UMa stars, have noticed A type systems usually have larger total masses. It is not very obvious but one can see Fig. 3b may also confirm this. According to Yakut & Eggleton (2005) , near contact binaries can transform to A type W UMa stars without a need of mass loss. Gazeas & Niarchos (2006) propose A type systems may transform to W type systems with a simultaneous mass loss. The opposite were claimed unreasonable since it requires the total masses to increase (Gazeas & Niarchos 2006) . However, it is clear in Fig. 3b 
Because OAM (J o ) and mass (M) are basic physical quantities determining orbital size and period (a & P ), and because OAM loss and mass loss are physical parameters controlling the magnitude and direction of dynamical evolution, the log J o − log M diagram is a natural choice to study dynamical evolution of binary orbits. Once, the diagram (Fig. 4) is produced, a sharp separation between the detached and contact systems stroke to our attention. Goodness of the separation is out striking that despite crowding along the border, there are only two systems (OO Aql, δ Cap) on the wrong side, which could be due to a wrong identification of the state of being contact or just because of observational errors.
Similar separation does not occur on the diagrams discussed before.
Marking several positions on the borderline between CAB and W UMa stars, the following quadratic equation was produced.
log J lim = 0.522(log M) 2 + 1.664(log M) + 51.315,
where M is in solar units and J lim is in cgs. Physical significance of this line is that it marks the maximum OAM for a contact system to survive. It is like in single stars, spin AM has to be less than a certain value otherwise gravity cannot hold stellar mass together. If OAM of a contact system is more than J lim , the contact configuration brakes.
Because W UMa systems all have circular orbits (CAB systems of small orbital periods too) and because OAM (eq. 1) is more sensitive to component separations than periods and masses, the line determined by (10) can be called "the contact border". This is also because if it were possible to increase (J o ) of a contact system, there will be a limiting value associated with a limiting separation of components. Any J o bigger than J lim , the distance between the components would be bigger than the limiting distance permitting a full contact. If total AM rather than OAM were plotted on Fig. 4 , the smoothness of the border would have been spoiled because as discussed by Rasio (1995) for low q contact binaries, the total spin AM of the primaries may be comparable with OAM, so points of low q systems would be lifted by up to 1/3 of its value. It would have been meaningless to search such a border on a diagram using total AM. Moreover, adding total spin AM to OAM would have introduced additional uncertainties since spin AM is less certain than OAM because radii of gyration are uncertain. So it is not a coincidence for us to notice the contact border on the log J o − log P diagram.
Other diagrams (log J o − log P , log M − log P ) do not have such a well defined region and borderline for the contact binaries because according to equation (2) additional parameter (q) is needed to transform J lim (M) function into P lim (M) function as
where P lim is in units of days if M is in solar mass. It is also possible to express limiting separation of components as
where a lim is in the units of solar radius if M is in solar mass. Because limiting periods (or separations) strongly depends on (q), a unique transformation of the contact border into the other diagrams is not possible. As displayed in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 , there are detached CAB systems with periods less than one day occupying the same region with W UMa stars on both log J o − log P and log M − log P diagrams. With its own q, each system has its own P lim (M). Therefore, mixing CAB and W UMa stars is unavoidable on those diagrams.
Being able to confine detached and contact systems into separate regions, log J o − log M diagram is best for studying the dynamical evolution of binary orbits. The diagram clearly displays that there is a well defined possibility for a detached system to go into the region of contacts by losing OAM. This possibility, however, depends on systems position on the diagram as well as speed and direction of its dynamical evolution, which could be very different from one system to another. This diagram too, like other diagrams, gives no clue on individual dynamical evolutions since there is no information about initial positions.
Random mixing of young (MG) and old (field) systems also occurs in this diagram. That is, a same position could be belong to both a young and an old system. Nevertheless, the contact border (eq. 10) could be helpful to determine contact binary candidates. The amount of mean losses (∆J and ∆M) corresponding to 2, 4 and 6 Gyr are The dynamical evolution of contact binaries is more uncertain than detached CAB stars since a mean δ is not available for them. If there is a smooth transition from the detached to the contact region, W systems are first to form according to W and A type distributions on the log J o − log M diagram (see Fig. 4 ) because W systems are usually closer to the border than A type systems. However, forming first W types and then A types is not reasonable according to Gazeas & Niarchos (2006) since this would need a mass gain. If A types are first to form, a smooth transition into the contact region also becomes unreasonable. This is because, forming W types later than A types appears also problematic since this require OAM gain (see Fig. 4 ). We encourage theoretical studies to investigate possibilities of jumping from the detached region into the contact region to form A type W UMa stars, which may occur during the first mass transfer stage, and then to produce W type W UMa stars.
A to W or W to A transitions, if occuring, must be done within a lifetime of a contact binary which is known to be very short (0.1 < t contact < 1 Gyr according to Guinan & Bradstreet (1988) , 1.61 Gyr according to Bilir et al. (2005) ).
Period and size evolution of orbits
It is possible to draw constant period lines on the log J o − log M diagram using (8). On the other hand, A contact border, which separates W UMa stars from CAB, is discovered on the log J o − log M diagram. So, One can predict OAM of a system on the contact border, called J lim , which is determined only by M. Any OAM less than J lim implies a full contact for a binary.
Similar to J lim , the limiting period P lim , and limiting orbital size a lim are computable using empirical formulae (11) and (12). Unlike J lim , which is independent of q, P lim and a lim have a strong dependence on q.
Rather than computing the time left for each detached system to reach at the contact border, limiting borders corresponding 2, 4, and 6 Gyrs were computed by subtracting mean decreases (∆J and ∆M) of mean dynamical evolution from J and M values of the contact border. The CAB systems located between the contact border and those borders are the ones which are expected to be contact binaries within the time scales indicated.
A detached system heading towards the contact region must go trough mass transfer stages before becoming a contact binary. At any mass transfer stage, even if it is conservative, OAM J o is not conserved. For shrinking orbits, J o must decrease according to eq. (1). For conservative cases, the OAM difference between the two different size orbits of same system are to be compensated by spin AM. That is, J o still decreases while the total spin AM is increasing. If a detach system is sufficiently close to the contact border, during the first fast mass transfer stage, it has a changes to jump over into the region of contacts and to be one of them.
The traditional view of forming W UMa stars assumes that they only come from detached binaries of comparable periods. But, statistics available is convincing enough that there are very few such progenitors even to account for the low space density (0.2 per cent) of contact binaries in the solar neighbourhood (Rucinski 2002 (Rucinski , 2006 . Righteously Paczynski et al. (2006) says "at this time the contact systems seem to appear OUT OF NOWHERE" in order to emphasize the insufficiency of the traditional view. Paczynski et al. (2006) , therefore, consider mechanical tree-body orbital evolution, which is a similar formation model of close binaries in globular clusters (Pooley et al. 2003) , where the inner binary has relatively longer orbital period and has a better chance to evolve into a contact system after all Pribulla & Rucinski (2006) found that up to 50 per cent of W UMa binaries have companions.
The mean dynamical parameterδ used in this study naturally contains affects of all mechanisms of OAM loss since its value is derived from stellar kinematics. Perhaps, it is not possible now to make a firm conclusion which mechanism is more efficient before a complete statistics and their analysis are available. Nevertheless, Bilir et al. (2005) provided observational evidence that near contact detached binaries of few days orbital period are not the only source to form W UMa stars. They may also be born directly as contact systems.
Moreover, it has also been found in this study that considerable fraction of current detached CAB sample (39 per cent within 6 Gyrs) to have a potential to jump over the contact border on the log J o − log M diagram and become contact systems within a time scale of main-sequence life time. So, we encourage statistical studies to include these new findings after all contact binaries are rare with the local space density of just 0.2 per cent of the main sequence stars (Rucinski 2002 (Rucinski , 2006 .
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